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INTRODUCTION

During the period from March 19 to March 23, 1967, an 

electromagnetic survey was conducted by Mespi Mines Limited, of 1705 

Victory Building, 80 Richmond Street, V/est, Toronto l, Ontario.

The claims are registered in the name of Jacques Blais, 

226 Balsam Street, North, Timmins, Ontario and are numbered as 

follows: P. 91560, 91561, 91562, 91563.

Two combined electromagnetic and magnetic airborne 

surveys have been carried out over the claim group. Previous 

ground work has consisted of a magnetic survey and a Crone J. E. M. 

electromagnetic survey. 

GKuLuGY

The claim group is covered entirely by overburden. All 

consolidated rocks are believed to be rhyolitic and andesitic rocks 

of Precambrian Age. 

TYPE AND MaTi-iUD uF b

A Ronka MKIV, horizontal loop, single frequency unit was 

used for the entire survey. Lines having an easterly bearing were 

read at four hundred foot intervals utilizing the in-line method 

and a three hundred foot coil separation. Stations were read at 

one hundred foot intervals and the in-phase and quadrature compo 

nents of the resultant field were recorded. The readings obtained 

are plotted on the accompanying plan in profile form. The plan 

scale is one inch to one hundred feet and the vertical scale is 

one inch to 40^. The readings are plotted at the midpoint between



the stations accupined by the coils at the time the readings were 

obtained.

One anomalous area at the west side of claims P. 91564 

and 91565 was indicated.

The anomaly is interpreted as being caused by a combina 

tion of short cable, topographic effects and overburden conducti 

vity.

No further work is recommended on this property at this 

time.

Respectfully submitted, 

MESPI MINES LIMITED

J. E. Steers 
JES/jf Exploration Manager



l. PURPOSE Pa.^e 1.

The aquipr.er.t i s d esigned for the use of two persons on 

"~ot fer general EM survey work in connection with electrically 

conducting arsoinali     3 in tho ground.

Each r orson carrig a cell and -issociated equipment. 

The coils :nay V*? sliced I^DC) or 3d- feet apart arxl one frequency 

(376 t- 5 cycles) c f trHiD;,ds3ioa is available.

l! 3ir,-, a set of earphones, readings are obtained from 

'r^'th -in-nhase art! o'.-t-rhasc centre l wiiiie adjusting controls for 

the best'FOj.^.bi.j null.
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2. COMPLEMENT OF EQUIPMENT Page 2.

The component parts of the equipment as supplied are:

1) Transmitter - complete with 1. Transmitter Coil
2. Oscillator chassis complete with batteries

and switch

2) Receiving Coil

3) Two sets of harness - one for each coil

4) Receiver/Compensator Console complete with battery.

5) Interconnecting cable between the Transmitting Coil and Receiver - 
approximately 206 feet (300 ft. cable can be obtained)

6) Cable to connect Receiving Coil to Receiver - approximately 3 feet long.

7) One set of headphones.

S) One Manual.

9) Re-suable crate and packing.

10) Data Recorder (optional)

rt'.**- i' .
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3. PERFORMANCE AND SPECIFICATIONS Page 3.

For a horizontal loop system the useful depth is approximately 2.0 

times the coil separation. The equipment will thus detect good conductors to 

a depth of approximately 400 ft. Depth and conductivity are somewhat inter- 

rtelated and the deeper the conductor, the better must be its conductivity in 

 Oder to give a useful reading. The size and shape of the conductor has a 

considerable effect on the magnitude of the anomaly obtained.

The performance data is as follows;

Zero Accuracy! The compensator bridge circuit is set up and the knobs are 
positioned so that at zero the out-of-phase reading is within 
1J8 of the true zero and the in-phase reading is within ^ IjC 
of the mid position of the potentiometer.

Balance Accuracy; The balance is determined by the components to provide that 
the out-of-phase reading is always 50& ^ 1& of the in-phase 
reading; i.e. if both dials are set to the same percent reading 
the voltage picked off the out-of-phase potentiometer will be 
the same (^ 1#) as the voltage picked off the in-phase pot.

Linearity; The linearity is ^ 3^ of the scale reading, i.e. at 50/6 scale reading 

the voltage picked off may be ^ 1.5^.

The overall accuracy of the equipment is thus 
, For example, the accuracy at 5^ is approximately 
4*.

o of the scale reading 
, the accuracy at 100J6

t^r

The specifications of the equipment are as follows:

Power Required; Transmitter 9 type 950 1.5V cells ) - * * *
———— Receiver l " ?81 4.5V cells ) EverReady Batteries

If the battery operating switch is used only while the reading is 
being nade the batteries in the equipment will have a life almost equal to their 

•helf life.

Standard flash-light cells may be used. For cold weather work, if 
difficulty is experienced in the transmitter, a Mallory type RK-42R Mercury 
call may be used interchangeably.

MOTE: Mercury cells have the case as positive. Be sure therefore to 
put them in in the opposite direction to ordinary flash-light
cells.

Jft



3. Performance and Specifications cont'd. Pagf*.

The following specifications are provided to assist in fault location. 
Individual sets will be found to vary from these figures:

Transmitter; Battery Current 
Battery Voltage

(under load, approximately 
Voltage across tank (Gil) 
Frequency
Resistance of Tx Coil (1-5) Norn. 
Inductance of Tx Coil (l- 5)(at 8760/3) Norn. 
Output

Norn.

0.650 amp.
12.0 V.
10.2 

115 
876.0

8
0.65
8

V. ) 
V. RMS 
^ 5 cycles 
Ohnr.3 
Henry 
watt

8 x 109 :1
15 cycles at 3 db

Norn. 
Norn.

80 
0.65
-3.0
1.3

l! 2

Ohms 
Henry 
Volts
MA 
Volts
MA

Receiver; Receiver gain
Receiver bandwidth
Receiving Coil Resistance
Receiving Coil Inductance (at 8760/3)
Collector Supply
Collector Current (Total)
Emitter Supply
Emitter Current (Total)

Compensator; If the receiving coil is moved toward the Transmitting coil the 

in-phase control must be moved at least 1.5/5 for every foot that 

the receiving coil moves toward the transmitting coil. This 
applies only to about 20 feet or so from the normal receiving 
coil position.

D.C. Test Voltages: (Using AVO Meter Model 8 2.5 volt scale. 20,000 ohm/volt)

1.

2.

3.

4.

1 to ground
2 to ground
3 to ground

l to ground 
3 to ground

l to ground 
3 to ground

1 to ground
2 to ground
3 to ground

- 3.0 V
i 0 .45 V
L 1 .3 V

V 
V

- 1.0 
i 0 .1

- 0.9 V 
i 0 .05 V

-2.25 V
i 0 .4 V
i 0 .6 V



L. OPERATION Page 5.

In order to assemble the equipment for use connect the harness to 

the coils 30 that the rings outside the coils (two each coil) face backward 

and forward. Place the harness in the slots provided and enation that ^hq
'' "^ iig ̂ sJaoMiji nn ton. Transmitter chassis is

strapped to the chest. This is to eliminate the need to adjust the compen 
sating coil once it has been set.

The person carrying the receiving coil also carries the receiver 
compensator console. This hooks on two studs in one of the waist belts. 
This person should place the earphones around his neck to be available later, 
next stand in the center of the receiving coil and lift the harness onto the 
shoulders. Place the waist belt around the harness and tighten so that the 
belt is comfortable and the two studs are in front. Now connect the short 
cable to the receiving coil and the long cable, together with the other end 
of the short cable, to be bottom of the console. Next connect the snap of 
the long cable to the towing ring on the rear of the coil, adjust the steel 
cable grips so that no pull is felt on the console as the coil swings and 
then hook the console onto the two belt studs.

The receiver will not operate until the earphones are plugged 

into the receptacle on the side of the console. Plug in before turning 
up the volume (by means of the adjacent black knob).

The person carrying the transmitter coil has nothing else to carry 
and simply settles the harness in the same way as above, making sure that 
the long cable is connected to the cannon plug hanging from the compensation 
coil and that the towing snap is adjusted so that ne tension is applied to 
the plug and compensating coil. The transmitter is operated by pressing the 
black button on the lower side of the transmitter chassis. The transmitter 
operator holds the connecting cable and pays it out until the receiver carrier 
is 200 feet away. Both cables may be connected either way round to avoid (for 
the long cable) the annoyance of laying it out the wrong way.

Adjustment; Your instrument will have been tested before shipping so 
that it should be approximately adjusted.

In order to calibrate it before use proceed as follows:

(a) Signal for the transmitter to be operated and turn up the 
receiver gain so that the 8?6 c/sec. tone may be heard. 
(It is assumed that both coils are properly supported at 
the correct distance apart and properly connected.)

(b) Rotate the IN-PHASE control until a null can be detected.
Set this control to the position of least signal.

(c) Rotate the OUT-OF-PHASE control until the null improves 
and leave this control at the best null.

(d) Now go back and adjust the IN-PHASE control for a better 
null, turning up the gain as the signal gets weaker. 
Continue this process until the null is the best possible.



4. Operation continued ... .. ... Page 6.
It nay be found that, even though the ground is neutral, the controls are not at zero. In this case proceed as follows:

(a) Take off the top cover and data recorder (if fitted) and adjust the IK- PHASE CALIBRATE control with the IN-PHASE control set to zero until the null is restored.

In the event that the IN-PHASE CALIBRATE has insufficient range to acquire a null, the compensator signal may he modified by rotation of the white nylon screw in the center of the compensator coil at the Transmitter. This coil is fitted with stope. Slacken nut with wrench provided and rotate screw until the null comes within the range of the IN-PHASE CALIBRATE.

Minimum signal is picked up by the compensating coil when its axis is in the plane of the Transmitter Coil and maximum signal when it is 90 degrees from this position. NA signal of opposite phase may be obtained by rotating the compensating coil an amount greater than 90 degrees.

If a null cannot be found, the operator carrying the receiving coil should walk towards the Transmitter coil. If the signal increases in amplitude j in the earphones, rotate the compensating coil to the other side of minimum , until the signal decreases when approaching the transmitter coil. Move toward the Transmitter coil until a null is established on the compensator controls.

Now rotate the compensation coil back toward minimum, a little at a time while the operator carrying the receiver adjusts the compensator controls until the null is at control reading zero. Next walk away from the transmitter coil continuing to reduce the compensation signal a little at a tine until the null is obtained at control reading zero at the required coil spacing. Final adjustment is then carried out with Rll/14 as described before.

When both compensator controls read zero with the proper coil spacing approximately 200 feet - over neutral ground - the equipment is ready for use.
Readings are taken then by reading the % value from each control required to produce the best null at each station.

l**' HOU: When first adjusting for a null it is best to move only one control at' * a time. Both may be moved simultaneously when nore practice has been"^ . acquired.
,. - s *

^ The more frequently stops are being made the more detail the profile*H1 show. However, for most purposes, a stop every 100 feet (or 200 feet if•peed la the most important consideration) is adequate.



A.* Operation continued ....... Page 7.

If the property has been surveyed the stakes will make a better 
measure of coil spacing than will the cable; however on an unserveyed property 
the cable nay be used as a measure of coil spacing. Due allowance should be 
made in the second case for the fluctuations in readings due to the cable 
passing over dead fall and around rocks, etc. The amount of error introduced 
by a coil spacing other than 100, 200 or 300 feet is easy to measure by moving 
the receiving coil a known distance, say 10 or 20 feet, towards the trans 
mitting coil and making another measurement. The difference in reading 
divided by the distance moved will nive the error in percentage per foot. 
This error is not linear and increases very rapidly for spacing shorter than 
the proper amount by more than 20 feet or so.

Figure 25 shows the recommended method of wearing the equipment. 
The plugs are so arranged that they can only be connected in the correct 
fashion.



7. INTEHPHmnOM

The object of this section is to give the user some idea how to use the 
results obtained by the equipment and how these results are related to the anomaly.

DISTRIBUTION OP THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FIELD

The following discussion assumes that the ore body is a homogeneous sheet 
whose depth is large compared with the thickness and whose length may be con 
sidered large compared with either the thickness or depth.

FIELD

CURR9T

Showing curront and field distribution in an ore body.

F10JBB 1.

Er.VV-
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Iiy tait ia aaant that "l" ia much larger than W and "d* if much larger 
•w*. Then if a current "i" if induced in the ore body we may auppoae it 

'f-".to flow aa ahown ao that it will give rife to a aeoondary field approximately 
*jf- ** •howe looking at the end of the ore body in FIOORE 2.

•J&

8BCOKDART

M

The aeoondary field of intereat 
if the one due to the current 
clout to the aurf ace and Hay 
be oonaidered to be the only one 
of aignifiance aince the lower 
one ia aa a rule too far away from 
the ooila to be effective.

of Magnetic linea of foroe
•t- around a conducting ore body

7IGOBB 2. -

'yqpwtarc CIRCUIT
tke ore body may be oonaidered aa a loop 9XQDR1 3* containing inductance 

t fed reeiftanoe and energised by a voltage 7 which reeulta from the primary field.



Resistance of ore body

inductance of ore 
body

, The wave fo 
IXODBB k.

circuit of a conducting ore body 

FIGURE 3.

in rarioua parta of the circuit and ore body are ahown in

Primary field (current in the transmitting 
coil).

Voltage induced in the ore body*
Voltage induced in Receiring Coil (.due to
primary field) ia in tame phase.

Current "i" induced in the ore body if the 
resistance is much larger than the induct 
ance -i.e. poor conductivity.

Current *i* induced in the ore body if the 
inductance is much larger than the re 
sistance -i.e. good conductor

Ware forms in the transmitting coil and ore body.

FIGURE li*
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law* fora (a) represent* toe priaary field which indue** a voltage in th* 
ere fcaoy vaion lags the priaery field by 9O9 . Th* volt*f* wiU late** ip the ore 

the aurrant *i" noted ia FIOORB I., 2., and 3*. ao that "i* win lag T by an 
depending on th* relative asgnltade of inductive reactano* to roaiatanoe(Fiorai 3.)

'VW11

7*
:

* *' -,'-S .
If th* or* body conductivity ia poor, then "i* will be in phase with T* 

If the conductivity is good, then it will lag 7 by 90" aee FZQDBB k * eurvra (o) 
and (d). The aeoondary .field produced by the oro body ia always in phase with 
the current Ki*. Hence it can be aeon that there will be a voltage induced in the 
receiving coil due to the primary field and another due to "^ aeoondary field* 
Toe latter aay hav* a phase similar to that of the priaary field or aay have a 
combination of oouponaata in phaae and out of phaae with the primary fifld up to 
the point where the total contribution due to the aeoondary field ia ?Gr out of - 
phaae with the priaary field*

The relative variation of in-^haae and out-of-phaee 
'varyinf ore conduotivity ia repreaented in IXOOU 5*

ste with

Alao the effect of peraaaoility higher than one ia seen in the

^ OF THS ORB BOOT

OUT OF

FIQOSB 5*
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Both coila to th* left of tha or* body 

PIQUES 6.

OP con. TRAVEL

PRIMARY FIELD

3SCQNDAEY 
7IEUD

Colla *traddlinf th* or* body. 

7IQU8I ?.



Sine* the secondary field is alwaty induced in such a way as to oppose 
th* primary field, the direction of the field will be as noted by the arrows, 
in fZQURES 6. to 8. If the direction of the secondary field at the re 
ceiving coil - dotted linea - is the same as mat of the prinary field - full 
lines, then the effect is to cause a signal voltage In the receiving coil 
proportional to the sua of the two fields., If the fields oppose in the re 
ceiving coil then a voltage will be produced which is proportional to the 
difference between them.

••y

SBGDKDARY FXKID 

\

m ^
Colis to the right of the ore body. 

FIGURB 6.

m-:f***'
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In the amende of a secondary field, the signal received by the 

0eeiving ooll is due to the primary field alone and is balanced by the 
compensating voltage. It is clear then that if the presence of a secondary 
field change* the value of the received signal, then the value of the compensating 
voltage oast also be changed to achieve a null. The amount of the change in the 
compensating voltage is measured as a 'l of its original vallis*

The IN PHASE and the OUT OF PHASE controls ara used to produce the 
necessary change in the oonpenaating voltage to measure the effect of the 
secondary field.

The H values read on the controls then are the 1t by which the cospensa- 
tion voltage vast be changed from its initial value (whan it Just balances the 
signal received in the absence of a secondary field) in order to exactly balance 
SOBS new received signal due to the presence of a secondary field.

Fro* FIGURE 6* then we see that the fields add and hence the corapenaa- 
ting signal an* t be increased - this is called roving the compensating signal.— 
in a positive, direction. In FIOURZ 7. the fields oppose and hence the compensa 
ting e'igoal oust be reduced - this is call negative. In FIGURE 8. the fields 
again add (because the anomaly is energised by the transmitter ooil in the 
opposite drection to FIGURE 6. ) and the compensator signal must be increased 
for a balaaca or null. FIGURE 9. shows a plot of the readings made over an 
ideal vertical conductor which reaches the surface of the ground.

The later part of the section includes a series of figures a anomalies 
taken over known deposits which will give some idea how the proportion of IN 
PHASE to OUT OF PHASE readings depends on conductivity and size and how the 
characteristic shapes of the curves are altered if the sheet slopes from the 
vertical.

Conductive bodies which are wider then the coil spacing will give the 
same basic form but the zeros will be wider apart. See FI OURS 9.

Ihen taking readings, the receiving coil or the transmitting coil may 
go first* However, the readings are always taken at the receiving coil station. 
It is best, therfore, to adjust the readings 100' to the centre of the cable and

IN PHASE

OUT OF FBA3E

Ideal Anomaly 
FIGURE 9.



taw readings At tfcit point. Ha* location of any anoamly is thus unaffaotad 
the direction in which it is. trav*ra*d or by which coil if loading, tbm 

of the conductor at ita closest point to tfco surf ace la thoa half way 
*4.;;1wtwaaa the seros of the curvea tt in JIGURX 9.

OOBKECTIOM8
•ti^^MeMM^Mw^H^M^b

•nan aoving over rough ground an attecpt should ba aada to keep tha 
ooile in line aa illustrated in FIGURE 10 (a) and (b).

Correct attitude of tha coila (b)

"•'#
b' "

FIGURE 10.

The reason for'this is that the equipment is zeroed with the coila 
lined up and if the coila Art tilted an appreciable amount with respect to 
each other the component of the prinary field received by the receiving coil 
will be altered.

Tx COIL
- .

Rx COLL

i-i ' Effect of abort cable or tilted coil 

FIGURE 11.

Tilting either coil as shown in FIGURE 11. (a) produces a negative 
aly. Moving toward the transmitting coil (b) produces an apparent positive 

nonaly - on tha IN PHASE control. The OUT PHASE control should hot change 
appreciably.

the coils require to ba aat as in FIGURE 10. (b) for instance, it is 
clear that the cable will be shortened. Sine* th. in PHASE CDMPOtizm
ajavt 1*5J8 for avary foot that tha distance between tha coil is reduced (within 

t*  oraml coil poaition) topographioal notaa should ba. nade aa to tha typo of 
V Miy obataclaa* etc., in fact any notaa which will assist in the inter-

'•y.
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Sqolpaant. ualng a higher frequenqjr will in general produce a higher 
ratio of ovff of phaae to in phase reading.

TYPICAL EIAMPLB8

• k 't* ; 
Kiv**: -
3*^
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COIL INTEKVAL 200*

Horizontal Loop Ite-Chaloopyrite Ore Body
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COIL INTKRVA1 2X

Horiiontal Loop Results over a Pyrrhotite Deposit. 

FIGURE 13.
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Horizontal Loop Results over Disseminated SnlpliidM

PIQUEBS Hi.
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